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140 Vladimir T. Vdovitsyn, Vladimir V. TarasovA well-known example of such a system is Worm Community System(http//www.canis.uius.edu/wormsystem/index.txt). This project in-cludes software developed for Sun workstations running Solaris OS andconnected to the Internet. Worm Community System is designed for biol-ogists studying worms. It allows several specialists to simultaneously viewthe accumulated information, edit it, append new data, exchange opinionswith other scientists. And all the changes are instantly made available forevery user of the system. We can also note a prototype collaboratoryat the Spectro-Microscopy Facility of the Advanced Light Source (ALS)Beamline 7.0 at Lawrence Berkley National Laboratory [1] and GlobalEngineering Networking, which enables companies from di�erent sectorsto use and exchange engineering information and services [2].The work under the project \Computer Bank of Russian EuropeanNorth Toponymy" (supported by grant 5988f of Russian Federation Min-istry of Science and Technical Policy) has entailed the necessity of devel-oping technology which allows for a new kind of collaborative specialists'work organization when carrying out research into toponymy and applyingthe results to practice. As the basis for this technology we took the ideaof collaboratories creation to organize carrying out collaborative researchand development in the toponymy �eld.This article describes an approach to the construction of computerfacilities intended for informational support of processes of carrying outcollaborative research and development using Internet technologies andmulti-agent systems.2 Model of Collaborative Researchers' Workon the InternetThe work under the project of creating a problem toponymyWeb-site withintegrated databases (http://toris.krc.karelia.ru) has entailed thenecessity of developing technology which provides informational supportof collaborative researchers' work on the Internet. Figure 1 depicts themodel of this technology.Supposingly, a group of scientists (specialists) who work in the sameproblem domain (for example in the �eld of toponymy) and situated indi�erent regions of the country (world) decides to unite its resources (in-
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Figure 1. The model of collaborative researchers work in the Internettellectual, informational, computational, etc.) in order to solve sophis-ticated scienti�c-technical problems. To accomplish this they create thesystem of problem Web-sites interconnected in the Internet with inte-grated databases and custom software.While working on the collaborative project the information contentof the sites is developing to reect the results of solving intermediateproblems. Doing this, the project participants can exchange informatione�ciently, access distributed databases and computational resources.We suppose that, as a rule, the collaborative project participants in-teract with the system without assistance. And we are heading for thecase when the developers of the system's problem Web-sites have di�erent(often not high enough) quali�cations and experience in creating HTML-documents. Due to that the documents may contain a lot of errors. It isalso worth of noting that the problems connected with the creation anddevelopment of problem Web-sites increase as the number and volume ofcreated HTML-documents enlarge, they are often corrected, Java-appletsare used, new hyperlinks are added and so forth.We also assume possible lack of action co-ordination between spe-cialists collaboratively working on the project and putting their activityresults on the Web-sites. For example, someone can change an HTML-



142 Vladimir T. Vdovitsyn, Vladimir V. Tarasovdocument or add new material to his Web-site without informing the otherproject participants on time.The analysis of problems solved by toponymy specialists has shown thenecessity of their close co-operation when searching for the informationneeded, particularly when retrieving data with queries from databaseslocated in the other servers of the system. While this is so, a specialistmay need help in constructing a query for the search of information andalso in providing an acceptable time of the system's reaction to the queries.Thus, on the proposed model basis we can conclude that the processof collaborative project work on the Internet needs informational sup-port of user interactions by the means of a higher level of automation ofWeb-site state control functions, organization of work with databases andprograms, and optimal allocation of information among the servers.3 Multi-Agent System ArchitectureMulti-agent system technology has been jointly spawned by arti�cial intel-ligence, telecommunications systems, and Internet-technologies. Its devel-opment is caused by the necessity of creating applications solving di�cultproblems in distributed computational (networked) environments. Takinginto account the proposed model of collaborative researchers' work on theInternet, we consider the development of a multi-agent system having thefollowing functions to be expedient:1. check-up of HTML-documents created and corrected on the system'sWeb-sites for syntactical correctness;2. discovery of the changes of the system's Web-sites informationalcontent and noti�cation of all the collaborative project participantsinterested in this in proper time;3. organization of search for information among the other sites of thesystem;4. giving help to the user in entering and editing data in the databases,creating queries, correctly using data process programs;5. organization of e�ective user query execution in a distributed infor-mation system;6. optimal information reallocation among the servers of the problemWeb-sites system distributed in the Internet in order to provide asystem query reaction time acceptable for the users.



Multi-Agent System for Support of Collaborative Researchers Work 143Figure 2 shows the architecture of the multi-agent system for informa-tional support of collaborative researchers' work on the Internet.At the beginning of the work the user connects to a system's problemWeb-site through the local area network by a usual browser like NetscapeNavigator or Internet Explorer. Then he can perform a number of actionsconcerned with viewing information contents of his/others' Web-site of thesystem, working with databases or custom data process programs. If theuser has enough authority, he may add new data to the site's databases,edit or delete the existing data. When new data are being added to thedatabase, the Data Monitoring Agent checks them for consistency andprevents data duplication.The Database Agent aids the user in constructing the correct SQL-queries, and in co-operation with the other agents, organises the processof running queries in the distributed information system.

Figure 2. Multi-agent system architecture



144 Vladimir T. Vdovitsyn, Vladimir V. TarasovThe Information Component Agent helps the user to modify HTML-documents at his site. Doing this, it performs a check-up of the created(modi�ed) documents for correctness and also noti�es the other agentsabout changes made. Then it receives from the other agents informationabout changes made at the other sites and informs the users about this.The Control Agent controls the operation of the whole Web-site. It isresponsible for providing interoperability between all the agents and sitecomponents. It also acts as a mediator for the other sites of the systems(for example, when running SQL-queries in the distributed system orsolving tasks of data reallocation among the servers).4 Related WorkPaper [1] describes the prototype collaboratory at the Spectro-MicroscopyFacility of the Advanced Light Source Beamline 7.0 at Lawrence BerkelyNational Laboratory and also presents the software architecture and com-ponents that are being developed to provide a toolkit for bringing futureexperiment equipment on-line. Paper [2] proposes the Global EngineeringNetworking approach for building up global electronic marketplaces forengineers. Paper [4] describes the information system for the toponymy�eld|the TORIS system, and paper [6] considers the task of optimaldata reallocation among the system's servers using the Nash bargainingscheme.5 Conclusions and future workThis article proposes the multi-agent system architecture intended for in-formation support of collaborative researchers' work on the Internet. Themain bene�t of this approach is the increase of quality of user informationservices when carrying-out a collaborative project. It can be achieved byincreasing the level of automation of the following functions: monitoringthe Web-sites information contents, providing aid to the user in creatingqueries to retrieve information, running queries in the distributed infor-mation system.During the future work we plan to improve and work out in detail themulti-agent system architecture and also to create and implement a re-search prototype of such a system for information support of collaborativeresearchers' work in the toponymy �eld as a part of the TORIS systemdevelopment.
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